


State of Tech 2020
Last year’s predictions 

Company of the year

Deep dive into current trends

Our predictions for 
the next 12-18 months



Our Lens/Filter approach 

Cameras capture a snapshot 
of the world around us.

Different lenses and filters 
can make different details stand out.

We use the same analogy to 
understand the changing world.



Planet City People Cell 

Four Lenses for Mapping Technological Change



Last Year’s Predictions
 

AI and Robots will have legal rights

 A Cyber 9/11 will occur

 We will shift to a sensor-based economy

Were we right?



AI and Robots will have legal rights
EuroParl voted for “personhood” 
of advanced algorithms in 2017

Robots/AI got negative rights in 2019

E.g. facial recognition ban in California

Our first prediction was right!



"A Cyber 9/11 will occur."
60% of organisations have 
experienced breaches, with 
billions of personal records 

Cyberattacks on IoT up by 300% 

Politicians in upto 70 countries have 
invested in active disinformation 

campaigns 



Average damage per 
breach: $ 350 million

Total damages 2021:  
$ 6 trillion 

Expected spending on 
cybersec by 2021: > $ 
1 trillion 

No incidents with 
major casualties 

though...
Our prediction was 

50% right?



We will shift to a 
sensor-based economy

Digital commerce in 2017
exceeded $3 trillion 

70% of trades on Western stock 
markets are facilitated 

by algorithms

Everything as a service means 
everything becomes a 

subscription



Authentication becomes the contact point, 
transactions themselves become invisible
Apple Pay will process 
10 billion payments in 2019

WeChat Pay has 0.8 billion 
monthly active users 

We got this prediction right!



PREVIOUS COMPANIES OF THE YEAR



COMPANY OF THE YEAR

Epic Games
Incredible growth and now a major 
player in the gaming space

Pioneered games-as-a-service 
(Fortnite)
 

$3 billion in profits from Fortnite alone!



EPIC Games
Epic also makes the Unreal game 
engine

Free to use, 5% royalties on any 
revenues

Launched a new digital marketplace to 
compete with established players 

Latest valuation: $ 15 billion



Lens: Planet
How is technology affecting us at a 
planetary and geopolitical level?



Asia hosts >50% of global internet 
users, but that’s with just 48% 
penetration

Indian and Chinese users outnumber 
users in USA, Japan, Russia, Germany, 
UK and France combined



UN declared the Internet 
an essential human right in 
2016

The web isn’t a luxury anymore.

That’s why modern conflicts inevitably 
target Internet infrastructure.



China’s
“social credit” 

System

Image: (AP / Imagechina)



Cloud-connected billboards

AI Smart glasses for law enforcement

CCTVs with facial/activity recognition 

Surveillance drones disguised as birds

Even companies will be monitored, not just citizens



Tencent & Alibaba share user data and 
build hard as well as software

In addition to all available government data

 
Will be rolled out nationally by 2020



Data vs Democracy 
Dilemma of the coming decade

Data-driven optimisation might infringe 
on citizens’ rights and behaviour

It’s going to be an ugly fight



Hong Kong vs China
Pro-democratic techliberals vs
Authoritarian well-funded state forces

Russia vs the West
Targeted misinformation vs
Polarised societies



The end of privacy 
as we know it is 
closer than you think



The future of 
misinformation might be 

bright -

Thanks to Deepfakes.

Image: (AP / Imagechina)



Deepfake Video

Image: UC Berkeley photo by Stephen McNally



Deepfake Images



Deepfake Audio



CEO of a UK energy company tricked by 
deepfake voice call from “the boss”

Transferred $250K to a “Hungarian supplier”

Only discovered on the 3rd call, and only 
because of suspicious details, not the voice



Deepfake Text



OpenAI’s new GPT-2 writes essays
Just needs one topic sentence 
to generate entire paragraphs

And they make sense!



What if an AI passes 
the Turing Test? 
Can a human be tricked into thinking 
the machine he’s interacting with 
might be human? 

And how can that trust be misused?



We have to prepare for this inevitability 
because the potential for chaos is high



Climate Change 
or Climate Chaos?



New climate models: 
Heating effect is 
severely underestimated



By 2100 

Average temperatures may rise 
up to 6-7 degrees 
if we continue business as usual



Geospatial Data



Almost 5000 satellites already 
orbiting Earth today

And many more in the near future… 
thanks to rocket ride-sharing



Launching small 
satellites alongside 
larger payloads 
Just 3.6% of launch cost - 
$ 2.25 million



Track dangerous pollutants 
like ozone and methane

Monitor local weather patterns for 
early warning systems

Observe land use changes like 
deforestation, military installations, 
disaster relief etc



Geographic Information Science (GIS) 
is the next data analytics frontier
High-resolution geospatial data

A long-term big picture + 
real-time smallest details look 
at our home planet



Cities are taking on the 
sustainability challenge



Climate-Smart Cities 
are the future

Carbon-neutral designs 
for housing, office buildings, 
even entire city blocks.



New York City is investing 
$ 20 billion in infrastructure 
and community programs 

To become resilient to 
inevitable natural disasters



Singapore already has 
100 hectares of skyrise greenery 

And wants to double that by 2030!



Geoengineering 



Massive global reforestation
Regreening the planet: 
Key to drastically reduce the impacts of 
climate change.



How to plant 
1 billion hectares of trees?



Ethiopia set a world record: 
planting 350 million trees in 
12 hours 

China and India have had 
similar initiatives.



Australia: 

Seed-planting drones 
powered by AI
to plant 100K trees per drone

Currently piloted 



How to decrease the 
amount of heat 
the Earth is absorbing?



Harvard researchers: 

Spraying nanoparticles to 
reflect heat away from Earth



Spray artificial snow over the 
West Antarctic ice-sheets

OR

Use submarines to 
refreeze the Arctic



Switzerland 
put geoengineering 

on the UN agenda 



Lens: City
How technology is changing 
the way we live and work



Citizens



Increasingly well-informed about 
growing importance of sustainability

Especially young people

Changing behaviours fast and at scale



Alt-meat is a runaway hit in the West

Flexitarianism is going mainstream 

Some institutions are banning 
high-impact meat like beef on-premise

https://worldin2019.economist.com/theyearofthevegan


Greta Thunberg
climate icon



Flight Shame 
is working!

Cutting down on all 
unnecessary flights



Cities



Banning single-use plastics

Implementing carbon tax

https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/8/20/20806651/plastic-bag-ban-straw-ban-tax


Creating car-free and 
bicycle-friendly zones

Designing “bee highways”



Lawns are becoming 
wild ungardens 

Native plants are being 
brought back

https://www.theguardian.com/news/shortcuts/2019/aug/05/garden-wildlife-haven-rewilding-ungardening-pond?fbclid=IwAR1H0NvuafJIOqmN2YkcRv7Ux8zXzzKl-fhIf_U4NnoV9woY-BTKXp-tEBQ
https://www.theguardian.com/news/shortcuts/2019/aug/05/garden-wildlife-haven-rewilding-ungardening-pond?fbclid=IwAR1H0NvuafJIOqmN2YkcRv7Ux8zXzzKl-fhIf_U4NnoV9woY-BTKXp-tEBQ


> 1000 councils 
worldwide 

(including major cities) 
have declared climate 

emergencies



Climate action has strong 
implications for companies 
as well.

Needs full participation of 
the private sector.

https://bthechange.com/its-time-for-the-business-world-to-declare-a-climate-emergency-a7a4bd4b167f
https://bthechange.com/its-time-for-the-business-world-to-declare-a-climate-emergency-a7a4bd4b167f


Apple 
Almost 100% renewable energy
 
Disassembly robots for circular economy

Preserving mangrove forests in Colombia



Amazon
Ambition of full carbon neutrality by 2040 

Purchasing 100K electric delivery vans 

Investing $100 million in reforestation

Editorial credit: Mike Mareen / Shutterstock.com



Economics



In June, New Zealand introduced a 
budget that uses a Happiness Index

Explicitly ditching GDP as a metric 
of economic success

Focus on improving 
community well-being



Scottish First Minister 
Nicola Sturgeon: “Collective well-being 
is more important than GDP.”

Ireland is implementing a 4-day 
workweek prioritizing worker happiness.

Editorial credit:  / Shutterstock.com

https://www.commonspace.scot/articles/14544/sturgeon-collective-wellbeing-not-gdp-should-be-most-important-measure-country-s
https://www.commonspace.scot/articles/14544/sturgeon-collective-wellbeing-not-gdp-should-be-most-important-measure-country-s
https://www.commonspace.scot/articles/14544/sturgeon-collective-wellbeing-not-gdp-should-be-most-important-measure-country-s


Scientists to EU:
End dependence on 
economic growth



Canada, Denmark, Japan

Will include sharing economy figures 
as part of their GDP calculations 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/statistics-canada-sharing-economy-1.4004993
https://skift.com/2017/10/10/denmark-moves-to-integrate-the-sharing-economy-into-its-legal-system/


This inevitably means more 
regulations for companies like 
Uber and AirBnB

More employee protections for 
gig workers

Taxes for AirBnB hosts?

Editorial credit:  / Shutterstock.com

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/sharing-economy/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/sharing-economy/


A new class of investment vehicle: 
Green Bonds, Loans, Assets

> $ 30 trillion of assets
~ 50% of European assets listed



Fossil fuel divestments

> $ 6 trillion worth of funds have 
been divested from fossil fuel assets

> 1000 institutions participating



Carbon 
Metrics



Doconomy
A credit card that automatically 
calculates the carbon emissions 
associated with your purchases

Ability to set monthly/weekly caps



Is going digital the right answer?
Energy usage of training 
complex deep learning models 
can be upto 5x more carbon-intensive 
than owning a car.



Blockchain, meet Sustainability.
Walmart + IBM created a 
cradle-to-grave digital twin of its 
supply chain.

Item verification time fell from
7 days to 2 seconds.



World Food Programme 
minimised bank fees costs 
by 98% using Ethereum



The ICO bubble 
of 2018 



End 2018: crypto projects raised $ 
30 million on average

End-2019: only 11% of these 
projects survived



Cryptocurrencies.



Netherlands, Estonia and Singapore: 
Pushing for cryptocurrency regulation 
over 
money-laundering concerns

India considering a blanket-ban on 
cryptocurrency with penalties 
up to 10 years in prison

Gibraltar created a 
government-backed crypto exchange



China on the verge of launching 
its own digital currency 

Not a decentralised blockchain

But a highly controlled extension of 
the state currency with digital 
capabilities.



10 year anniversary 
for Bitcoin: here to stay?
Exceeded $ 10K  in mid-2019 but 
remains volatile

Total value: $ 40 billion
~ GDP of Tunisia



Bulgaria hopes so. 

Believed to be holding ~200,000 BTC

Combined value > $ 2 billion - more 
than their actual gold reserves



Venezuela

Launched Petro cryptocurrency in 2018

Bank of Venezuela might support 
trading Bitcoin to pull in foreign money 
since traditional means are blocked 
via sanctions.



North Korea

Losing interest in Bitcoin because 
regulators making it harder to smuggle

Planning to launch its own 
cryptocurrency

Editorial credit:  / Shutterstock.com



Bitcoin mining remains 
deeply unsustainable
using as much energy 

per year as Austria 
(and growing)



Has a growing e-waste 
footprint as well -

as much as Luxembourg 
every year



Facebook’s Libra 



Stable coin backed by real-world 
national currencies incl. 
US, China, Japan and Singapore

Announced a consortium of 28 
companies and VCs - though some 
high-profile names have left

Fate as yet unknown since 
regulators are also wary

Editorial credit:  / Shutterstock.com



P2P Payments
Consumers sending each other 

funds through apps



Bank of America reported 
> 150 million P2P transactions 
from 37 million digital banking clients 
in 2018

Venmo processed $ 24 billion in 
Q2 2019 alone.



Moving towards a cashless society
Platforms to pay rent, split bills, share 
expenses etc

Already a reality in China



WeChat Pay
> 1 billion users on WeChat

China’s portal to the Internet

Can also blog, send funds, pay wirelessly, 
apply for loans, pay utility bills, 
reserve tickets, find homes to rent and 
even run your own digital store. 



Crowdfunding



2018: 6.5 million campaigns worldwide

Successful campaigns raise an average 
of $ 25K

Facebook’s Donate button launched in 
2015, and has raised > $ 2 billion from 
45 million people globally



Kickstarter
> 300K projects funded
since 2014

6.5K projects received 
> $ 100K in funding

> 600 projects received
> $ 1 million



Future of Work



McKinsey (2017)
< 5% of 750 job profiles are in danger 
from full automation BUT

Almost every profession highly 
susceptible to partial automation

Estimated wages replaceable by 
machines: $ 15 trillion



Affecting > 50% of economic activity in 
the US alone, more in developing areas

Typically physical labour in 
structured, predictable environments

~ 1 billion jobs worldwide will see 
impacts of automation in the short-term



The changing 
role of teachers 



India 
AI and yoga as elective subjects 
for middle school students



China

Unicorns like Squirrel use AI to assess 
and assist student learning progress 

More than 10K data points for 
personalised learning



Finland

Together with an agency, released a 
free online MOOC on AI for all citizens 

No mathematics or programming 
knowledge required



More schools 
shifting focus from 
STEM to STEAM

The A is for Arts



Benefits? 

Increased creativity
Confidence
Lateral problem-solving
Collaboration



The role of teachers are changing

From information transmitter 
to context shaper 

Classes are increasingly project-based



Singapore and France

Dedicated worker reskilling allowances

Encouraging new skills acquisition



Denmark

Established a Disruption Council

To anticipate a range of ways to build a 
stronger resilient economy

Even in light of emerging technologies



Sustainability 
and Circular 

Design 



Interdisciplinary applications
combining

Design thinking
Life cycle assessment
Product/service development 
Change management



Recycling industry

Currently an afterthought

But potentially the goldmines 
of the future



Industrial ecology is the future

Carefully designed, ecologically sensitive 
industries and infrastructure 

Emphasis on human essentials like food, 
water, energy, housing



How we work is also changing

The rise of fluid organisations

75% of employers in a 2016 study 
are already offering flexiwork 
options, with bottomline benefits



53% of US workers already 
working remotely at least half-week

Workers also prefer flexiwork to pay 
raise due to work/life balance as a 
priority



Flexiwork is not for everyone

But that’s okay.

Different personalities have different 
options to deal with office 
pressures.



Will we ever see Fully Remote OrGanisations (FROGs)? 



AirBnB

More rooms than top 5 hotel chains 
combined, owns zero assets

Valued higher than Hilton Group, 
but only 7.7% of workforce 



Linux, Wordpress
Backbone of the Internet 

Developed remotely



Buffer, Zappier 
and GitLab are 

FROGs too



Google  
Contract workers outnumber 
full-time employees 

By 2028
45% of tech jobs might become freelance 



Requires a new way 
to build trust and deliver value



Benefits?

No need for visas for foreign talent
Flexible work/life balance
No need for expensive offices



Trust your team, 
hire experts and 
share equitably 



Customer-facing parts 
of businesses are 

changing drastically



US: Online sales overtaking 
brick-and-mortar sales
What is the added benefit of a 
brick-and-mortar store in 2020?

Digital stores: convenient, infinite display 
space, 24/7/365 operations, agility, cost 
savings, global audience, data data data



Credit Suisse:
25% of American shopping malls will close by 2022



No pressure, no diamond

Brick and mortar stores are responding 
with inspiration from art galleries, 
museums and magazines.

The rise of the concept store: 
walk into an Instagram feed in real-life.



Less a place to buy things and 
leave, and more a place to hang out, 
experience new concepts, immerse 
in the aesthetics of a lifestyle brand.



Customer service: 

Transforming into a new data-driven 
beast with 360 KYC insights.

What if the future of customer service 
begins on the couch? “Hey Alexa…”

https://blog.hubspot.com/service/customer-service-technology
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/customer-service-technology
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/customer-service-technology


Future scenario:

Your digital personal assistant will 
follow up with customer service bot 
without human intervention

Sooner than you think. Think Duplex.



Lens: People
How is technology changing the way 
we interact with each other?



Silicon Valley 
cannot save us.

There’s no app for that.



Tech seems to be accelerating 
social inequality

Constant data and cybersecurity 
scandals, privacy intrusions, election 
engineering…

And at a personal level, technology 
isn’t making us happier.

https://www.newyorker.com/news/letter-from-silicon-valley/in-san-francisco-tech-money-doesnt-buy-happiness?fbclid=IwAR1eOxE7-V1sKP6622Db79VDT2uSxL70pWbbDq6NkSrwvxcEbiQjiZij5Eg
https://www.newyorker.com/news/letter-from-silicon-valley/in-san-francisco-tech-money-doesnt-buy-happiness?fbclid=IwAR1eOxE7-V1sKP6622Db79VDT2uSxL70pWbbDq6NkSrwvxcEbiQjiZij5Eg
https://www.engadget.com/2019/09/10/tech-companies-ask-congress-for-data-privacy-law/
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/3/23/17151916/facebook-cambridge-analytica-trump-diagram
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/3/23/17151916/facebook-cambridge-analytica-trump-diagram


Honeymoon’s over.
Regulate Big Tech.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/technology/tech-investigations.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/technology/tech-investigations.html


• US: 8 federal investigations ongoing 
against Big Tech

 
• FTC: $ 5 billion fine for Facebook for 

privacy violations

• EU: > $ 1.5 billion fine for Facebook 
for GDPR violations



Meaningful interactions 
preferred over 

Mindless interactions



The (s)low-tech 
movement 

https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2018/09/18/32527715/maybe-we-need-a-slow-tech-movement
https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2018/09/18/32527715/maybe-we-need-a-slow-tech-movement


The growing 
(s)low-tech movement

Dumbphones
Family Digital Detox
Analog is back



No Fear Of Missing Out

People are holding onto their tech 
for longer.

Apple and Samsung are adjusting 
their growth expectations.



Tech is still a great democratiser
400 million readers read >20 billion 
blogposts every month 

Average blogger earns > $ 50K p.m.
Pros closer to $ 200K p.m.

An industry born on the Internet



A new breed of 
creators 



Engaging content full time

Music, short-form video, 
live game streams, lifestyle vlogging, 
tech reviews, stand up comedy...

All kinds of media for all niches



It actually pays.
100K Youtube views: 
earn between $ 500-1000 

1 million views: 
earn between $ 2000-5000 

Lilly Singh became a Late Night TV host



Patreon
Fans support their favourite creators

Processes $ 500 million this year

10% cut: $ 50 million for the platform!



Influencers



Trend is still going strong

Market doubled since 2017
From $ 3 billion to $ 6.5 billion

Instagram > 1 billion users



The digital divide is real
Only 42% penetration in India, 
12% in Africa

12% less women than men
Upto 30% in developing countries

Up to 40% of elderly do not have 
basic digital skills



Social Media as a 
social technology



Facebook reorienting around 
community development in groups
59% of Facebook users (1.4 billion users) 
are in groups at least once a month

Ambition of 5x growth from 
200 million to 1 billion by 2025



Social Media 2.0



Kialo:
Visualises polarised arguments

Allowing users to build both sides of 
the argument

See why each side believes what they 
do, and correct mistakes



ChangeMyMind
Users state their point of view

Ask others if assumptions may be 
problematic

Very successful in generating civil 
conversation on tough issues



Intellectual 
Dark Web 

Editorial credit:  / Shutterstock.com



3 hour-long podcasts 

Multidisciplinary panel discussions

Book-length blogposts

Critical well-produced video essays



Feeding an audience hungry for 
intellectual depth

Deep original conversations that are 
impossible and unheard of in 
mainstream media.



Lens: Cell

Editorial credit:  / Shutterstock.com



Lens: Cell
How is technology unlocking new 
dimensions for us to improve 
ourselves?



Microchip 
Implants

Editorial credit:  / Shutterstock.com



Sweden: Thousands already using 
them voluntarily

UK, US: Companies are considering 
implanting factory workers.

Tesla fan: implanted keyfob into her 
hand so she wouldn’t lose it.



Mobile phones are 
giving us superpowers

Night Mode photography = 
basically night vision
Directional microphones = anyone can 
be a spy, just point your mic



Bionics



Bionics are becoming 
more advanced

Multiple degrees of freedom
Even amputees can dance
Mind-reading arms
No more hand-tremors



Transplants



Artificial hearts 

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610462/a-simple-artificial-heart-could-permanently-replace-a-failing-human-one/
https://www.evolving-science.com/intelligent-machines/new-form-nanorobots-clear-blood-toxins-00687


Nano-robots clear 
blood of toxins

https://www.evolving-science.com/intelligent-machines/new-form-nanorobots-clear-blood-toxins-00687
https://www.evolving-science.com/intelligent-machines/new-form-nanorobots-clear-blood-toxins-00687


Portable dialysis 
machines 

https://www.medtechdive.com/news/fda-grants-breakthrough-designation-to-wearable-dialysis-device/545952/
https://www.medtechdive.com/news/fda-grants-breakthrough-designation-to-wearable-dialysis-device/545952/


Animal-human 
hybrid transplants



Hitting the boundaries of bioethics
 
Transgenic rats and pigs 

Lab-grown mini-brains with 
confirmed brainwave activity



Neuralink
Neural lace technology, can read and 
write brain signals

Team used a precision surgery robot

Laser drilled the skull and implanted 
flexible polymer neural threads 

Each 1000x thinner than a human hair

Editorial credit: Artist Vaska / Shutterstock.com



CRISPR 
Continues to impress 
and disappoint

Brazil: 
Lab-grown mosquitoes 
experiment failed
Gene drive resistant mutant 
mosquitoes are breeding in the 
wild.



Pandemics 



Repeat of the Spanish Flu of 1918 

Could spread globally in under 36 hours 

Kill 50-80 million people  

Wipe out 5% of the global economy



Anti Vaccine 
misinformation 



Antibiotic resistant 
superbugs

A growing threat 



Antibiotic-resistant superbugs
> 32 species that are resistant to all 
known antibiotics



By 2050
More people will die from superbug infections than 

from cancer



Bioterrorism



Costs 0.05% of a conventional missile 
same impact on casualties

Costs just $1000 to read an individual’s 
DNA sequence



Microbes
The future of 

personalised medicine

Editorial credit:  / Shutterstock.com



Some microbes are 
our friends 



From birth till death



From digestion to 
immunity



New therapies boost 
microbes to cure 
ailments



A.o Cancer, obesity, 
autism and 
Parkinson’s



A Cure for Aging



Why become weaker, 
slower or senile?



Our future: 
Self-sufficient, 

active and sharp



Psychedelics: 
breakthrough 
mental health 

therapy  



MDMA (ecstasy) 
Psilocybin mushrooms 
and LSD



Ground-breaking results in clinical 
settings for PTSD, addiction, 
depression in a study with 107 
individuals

Within 2 months, 56% treated

Within 1 year, 68% success rate



Cities in the US: 
decriminalising 
psilocybin mushrooms



LSD Microdosing: 
becoming popular



Users: being happier, 
more alert and 
empathetic



Smart drugs 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05599-8


Technically not illegal 
in most countries

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05599-8
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05599-8


Year-to-year rise in 
demand

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05599-8
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05599-8


US Usage: From 20 to 
30% 



France : 
From 3 to 16% 



UK: From 5 to 23% 



When will we see a pill 
that makes you smarter 
or perform better? Soon



Our predictions 
for 2021



Planet 

Engineering our 
governments and 

environments

City 

Reformatting the 
way we live and 

work

People 

Mediating our 
interactions with 

each other

Cell 
Hacking the 
human being 
from within 

Our Predictions for 2020



Hyper-reality is here 
to stay



The Terminators are 
coming



The Internet will 
become nationalized



Hyper-reality is here to stay
● Deepfake technologies will get 

better
● VR/AR/XR will come into consumer 

hands
● What is real, what is unreal
● Maybe we will not care



The Terminators are coming
● AI and robots used by the military
● Not just bombing drones
● But also manipulating algorithms



The Internet will be nationalised
● Geopolitical tensions will split up 

the Internet
●  The era of global digital 

conversations may come to an 
end

● Our internet is more fragile than 
we think



That’s our State of 
Tech 2019-2020. 

What a ride.
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